Baader PAN EQ – Clamp / V190

#2451525
The heavy duty non-rotating brass thrust clamps are adjusted by the use of handy knurled knobs.

The material combination of brass and anodized aluminum or steel is ideal for achieving the best clamping action possible.

Features:

- 190mm long EQ (Vixen) clamp with two brass thrust clamps
- PAN clamping jaws, rib milled for optimized contact pressure
- integrated 3" (Losmandy) dovetail converts each 3" clamping arrangement to an EQ (Vixen) clamp
- the multiple hole pattern allows mounting to the following brands: Vixen, 10Micron, Astro-Physics, Takahashi, Losmandy
- in addition, the 190 PAN EQ - clamp can be attached to suitable tube clamps (e.g. from Astro-Physics and TEC) by means of slots at both ends. Various other drillings and holes allow the attachment of the customers own designs (e.g. to all Baader guide scope clamps)
The rib milling of the PAN EQ clamp 190 multiplies the contact pressure of the two brass thrust clamps.

Baader PAN EQ – the Clamp can be used as a reducing adapter, to enable attachment of EQ (Vixen) rails to any 3” (Losmandy) clamping arrangement.